Baa Baa Black Sheep – Key Signs with Song Lyrics

Baa, baa, black sheep;

Have you any wool?

Yes sir, yes sir, 3 bags full.

One for the master,

* Refer to Key Signs Sheet for recommended natural gesture
And one for the dame,

And one for the little boy or girl

Who lives down the lane.

* Refer to Key Signs Sheet for recommended natural gesture
**BLACK**
Make fist with dominant hand and place formation on cheek. Move formation forward, off face.

**SHEEP**
Extend dominant little finger and thumb - move tip of little finger back from corner of mouth, twice.

**HAVE**
Cup dominant hand, fingers spread - drop hand while closing into a fist.

**WOOL**
Extend dominant fingers and thumb. Touch non-dominant forearm with this formation and lift dominant hand upwards, twice.

**YES**
Move dominant fist up and down from the wrist, twice.

**FULL**
Place both open hands, palms down, in front of body. Dominant hand under non-dominant. Keeping non-dominant stationary. Bring dominant hand up with emphasis to non-dominant hand.

**ONE**
Use Natural gesture, by holding up appropriate number of fingers.

**MASTER/MAN**
Move dominant fist down slightly from chin.

**DAME/LADY**
Move the fingers of the open dominant hand down the same side cheek.

**LITTLE**
Extend dominant index finger and thumb, palm in and hold at chest height. Move finger towards thumb.
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**BOY-**
Rub the edge of the extended dominant index finger forwards and backwards across the chin, twice.

**GIRL-**
Extend dominant index finger; stroke non-dominant cheek with edge of finger; twice.

**LANE-**
Extend thumb and index finger of both hands. Move formations forward and up in a shallow arc.
### Baa Baa Black Sheep - Picture Song Board

- **Baa Baa**: [Image of a sheep making a sound]
- **Black**: [Image of a black circle]
- **Sheep**: [Image of a sheep]
- **Lives**: [Image of a house with a tree and a chimney]
- **Wool**: [Image of a ball of yarn]

- **Have you any**: [Image of a hand pointing to the number 1]
- **1**: [Image of the number 1]
- **3**: [Image of the number 3]
- **Master**: [Image of a woman in a purple coat]
- **Bags**: [Images of three brown bags]
- **Full**: [Image of a pile of seeds]

- **Yes sir**: [Images of a person pointing up and down]
- **Little boy/girl**: [Images of two children]
- **Dame**: [Image of a woman with a crown]
- **Down the lane**: [Image of a street with a down arrow]
- **More**: [Image of a person holding a hand to their mouth]

---

**Instructions:** Point to the pictures of 'key words' at the same time as singing the song. Have fun!